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Development of divertor is one of the most acute problems of the tokamak fusion reactor. The use of such mate-
rials as tungsten, beryllium, graphite and CFC's enabled to solve the problem to a certain extent fulfilling the need of
the ITER project. The problem still rests unsolved for the DEMO-type reactors. Lithium if used as a material for high
heat flux components may provide a successful solution of the problem. A concept of Li divertor based on the use of
capillary-pore structures (CPS) is proposed [1, 2] and is being validated by a complex of experimental research and
engineering developments [3, 4, 5].

An optional concept of Li divertor for power removal at 400 MW in steady-state (DEMO-S project) is presented.
Receiving elements which form divertor channels are covered with CPS's confining liquid Li and replacing the loss of
evaporated Li due to capillary forces. The structure elements placed behind the receiving surface are cooled with Li at
250-300 "C thus ensuring an efficient Li vapour condensation. Short circuits of Li recirculation between evaporating
and condensating surfaces reducing mass flow performance of Li system are envisaged by the design together with a
CPS replenishment system. Analysis of Li divertor cooling system has shown it to be efficient and feasible in accept-
able overall dimensions. Temperature does not exceed 765 °C in local zones in conditions of uniform and peaked heat
load at the receiving surface. The use of a self-healing 5 urn thick electroinsulating coating based on AIN with experi-
mentally achieved electroinsulation level (50 Qm) at the inner surfaces reduces the MMD pressure drop in the feeding
and leadaway liquid metal pipelines down to about 2 atm. that is technically acceptable. Calculation results are con-
firmed by experimental study of Li flows in channels having electroinsulaling coatings made according to different
technologies. Schematic solutions of Li and auxiliary divertor systems are proposed including a tritium extraction sys-
tem. Safety functions are realized in the design.

Analysis of the Li CPS receiving surface heat balance under steady-state heat load shows that the presence of Li
vapour in the divertor volume is inevitable so that divertor should operate in radiating regime. Preliminary estimations
of the maximal Li vapour pressure at the upper a section of the divertor channel taking into account the chosen assump-
tions and design parameters give a value not more than 1 Pa. Basing on consideration of elementary processes of Li
behaviour in plasma [6] an estimation of the fraction of heat flux that could be removed from divcrtor plasma through
ionization to Li' state has been calculated. Unidirectional model of plasma flow has been used. Attractive regimes char-
acterized by an uniform energy removal from the plasma coming to divertor along the whole divertor channel have been
found to occur in the proposed geometry of divertor design accounting for the surface response of the condensation
zone (Li evaporation from CPS under radiation of plasma). These regimes are feasible with the enlarged total accepting
surface of CPS. The estimation of divertor parameters for DEMO-S scale reactor (Pus500 MW/m2) for 57 eV of the
first ionization energy loss has shown that the temperature of wall surface will be ~ 520 °C, power load at the surface
will achieve 1.2 MW/m", necessary total ratio of wall surface to radiating surface of plasma ~ 4.9, the divertor length
channel ~ of 0.5 m.

The complex of experimental research is under way to prove the .serviceability of the Li CPS in different condi-
tions that would be realized in divertor. Experimental study of CPS-based Li limiler interaction in different modifica-
tions with hydrogen and helium plasmas in the T-l 1M tokamak (SRC RF TR1NITI) has shown up to 50% of plasma
energy to be lost through Li radiation. This proves the feasibility of radiative Li divertor and gives reasons to further
considerations of divertor heat load decrease in presence of Li on the first wall of a tokamak chamber. Furthermore, an
effect of sorbtion uptake not only of hydrogen but also of helium in Li during the discharge has been registered that
could be used in the development of gas pumping and separation systems. Stability of Li CPS operation in tokamak
plasma conditions at heat flux up to 10 MW/m2 and in total disruption at initial surface temperature up to 400 °C has
been experimentally shown.

Experimental study of heat load impact on the Li CPS surface from 1 to 100 MW/m2 is being performed in the
SPRUT-4 device (NFI RRC «Kurchtov Institute») to prove its serviceability in steady-state condition and to investigate
the heat balance established in the system with evaporation and ionization of Li in presence of forced cooling.

Further directions of experimental work, calculation and design studies needed for the development and substan-
tiation of the Li divertor concept with CPS are analyzed. The results of the design calculations, physical engineering
and experimental studies suppose a successful advance in understanding of the processes taking place when Li is used
in high heat flux components and first wall of a tokamak reactor ensuring their long life time and maintaining the re-
quired conditions of fusion reaction in plasma.
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